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The EU Vision Zero defines the ambitious goal of nearly eliminating all fatal
road accidents in the European traffic
system by the year 2050. The automotive industry is facing new challenges
due to unprecedented technological
advancements: automated driving,
connected cars and electric vehicles are
giving rise to new demands for Safety.
The special issue on Safety provides an
overview of our research projects concerning safety design and development.
The topics include VRU- and occupant
protection with reference to new technologies like automated driving and
electric vehicles, the use of Human-Body-Models (HBMs) taking into account
the human behavior and cognition in
an early stage of development as well
as the Safety Tool Chain, which enables
a complex system simulation to assess
the impact of safety systems like the
Automated Emergency Braking (AEB).
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AD ready: Future occupant protection
STEFAN KIRSCHBICHLER, Team Leader Occupant & VRU Safety

The EU “Vision Zero” target aims to reduce the road traffic fatalities to almost zero until the year 2050. The consumer test program Euro NCAP contributes to this vision with the “Roadmap 2025”, where automated driving
functions promise to play a major role in protecting vehicle occupants and vulnerable road users (VRU). Advanced
driver assistant systems (ADAS) also need to prove their performance, just as restraint systems and structural safety measures need to do already. Hereby, especially automated emergency braking (AEB) functions for VRUs will be
monitored in the upcoming testing procedures. This includes interurban situations and cyclists as well as autopilot
function. The Euro NCAP Roadmap 2025 supports the development and testing efforts by industry and research
organizations.

Challenges for occupant protection
From the viewpoint of occupant protection, ADAS will allow people, to sit in new,
more comfortable positions with different
geometric conditions. Although the overall
goal of these systems is to completely
avoid accidents at all, vehicles still need to
fulfill passive safety requirements. For the
development of the necessary restraint
systems, the established methods and
tools (e.g. Crash Test Dummies) are not fully
appropriate any more. There is the need to
detect different injury mechanisms due to
new load directions on the occupant com-

pared to former sitting positions.
Therefore, measurement and development
tools (Crash Test Dummies, Human Body
Models, - HBMs) need to be further developed. VIRTUAL VEHICLE for example improves
and extends human body models (HBMs).
These models can depict internal organs,
bones and individual muscles. HBMs do not
exist in the physical world, rather they are
virtual computer simulations. That allows a
much more accurate injury assessment than
common crash-test-dummies.

The EU “Vision Zero” target aims to reduce the road traffic fatalities
to almost zero until the year 2050.
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Further advantages of HBMs are:
• Scalable (e.g. elderly people,
obese persons) larger variety of the
society can be considered
• Muscle activity can be implemented
realistic occupant model response in
pre-crash activities

This is necessary for the realistic occupant
kinematic analysis in pre- and in-crash and
for injury risk assessment.

Mastering the amount of simulations: The SAFETY TOOL CHAINVIF
The possible combinations of ADAS lead to
different occupant kinematics in pre-crash
situations. That results in a high number of
initial positions for the in-crash simulation.
Therefore, an effective overall simulation
for pre- and in-crash is necessary, to rate
the integral measures which are taken for
occupant protection. Figure 2 shows the
approach developed by VIRTUAL VEHICLE,
which seamlessly connects the different
discipline-specific simulation tools enabling
a totally integrated virtual accident assessment.
This enables the detailed study of the vehicle behavior from ordinary driving to in-crash
in a large number of critical situations in a
consistent manner for active, passive and
integrated protection systems.
The main element is the automated, continuous SAFETY TOOL CHAINVIF for all accident
phases. By taking different sub-models covering all relevant components a complete
transition from the simulation of the pre-collision phase to the collision can be achieved.
Each model is valid for its purpose and the
(patented) synchronized combination of
these models opens the way for a complete
paramatrized system simulation.
Typical components include:
• Sensors and algorithms of the protection
systems
• Occupant, belt strengthener, airbag, ECU
• Environment, especially visual
obstructions
• Vehicle and VRU mechanical behavior:
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Fig 1: Concept of a HBM
kinematic controller

Vehicle dynamics models during precrash, multi body system (MBS) models
and finite element (FE) models during incrash. The transition between simulation
tools is fully automated in that each accident party’s state is transferred and used
as a starting condition by the subsequent
model.
Finally, this approach achieves:
• Short calculation times by using
surrogate models
• Efficiency analysis of different parameters
(ADAS, restraint systems, ..)
• Co-Simulation covers comprehensively
the complete accident scenario
(from activating the ADAS up to the
in-crash phase)

Current research topics
Research projects at VIRTUAL VEHICLE
include:
• Pre- and -In-crash simulation with
SAFETY TOOL CHAINVIF
• Active HBM development
• Future restraint system development
Currently, these topics are adressed of the
following projects:
• EU H2020 funded project OSCCAR
deals amongst others with the further
development of HBMs for the challenges
of automated driving and new sitting
positions, while striving to enable virtual
testing and even homologation.
www.osccarproject.eu
• COMET K2 funded projects like OM4IS
and Precooni provides data about the
occupant kinematic in low-g driving and
pre-crash maneuvers.

• COMET K2 funded, internal strategic
project a completely new controller is
developed to implemented re-activepre-crash behavior in HBMs.

Mainstreaming Virtual Testing
A central goal of current occupant and VRU
safety research projects is to pave the way
for standardized, virtual testing to equip
future vehicles with appropriate safety
systems for all occupants – a cornerstone for
making “Vision Zero” come true!

Fig 3: Concept study of a future vehicle

Fig 2: Our SAFETY TOOL CHAIN approach connects
seamlessly the different discipline-specific simulation tools. This enables a totally integrated virtual
accident assessment.
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Effectiveness assessment of VRU
protection systems
PETER WIMMER, Lead Researcher for Occupant and VRU Safety
When designing the VRU protection system configuration in a new car, one main question arises: What is the best
system or combination of systems to minimize VRU injury severity under real-world conditions? Only limited testing
is possible in this case, due to the large number of possibilities and the need to provide results already in early
product development phases. Simulation can overcome these shortcomings and deliver results on time. However,
setting up an adequate simulation method and providing suitable solutions poses enormous challenges.

Significant challenges
To compare the effectiveness of different
types of protection systems (active, passive,
and integrated), a continuous tool chain
covering all aspects from ordinary driving to
in-crash is required. This is the first challenge when attempting to assess effectiveness.
Many situations have to be considered to
be close to real-world effectiveness. These
situations should cover the whole range
of different accident constellations. This
ensures that the system performance is
checked under both unusual and common
conditions. Stochastic generation of critical
situations based on real-world accidents
addresses this challenge.
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Simulating thousands of situations means the method has to be fast enough to
provide results within a reasonable time.
One approach would be to skip the slow
simulation of the in-crash phase and replace
it with general injury risk curves.
However, this approach is unable to provide
results for specific passive and integrated
protection systems. Finding a way to reduce
calculation time while still obtaining system-specific results is the third challenge.

Key factor 1: Continuous tool chain
The first main element is an automated,
continuous tool chain, which covers the
whole accident situation from ordinary
driving to in-crash. This is accomplished by
using co-simulation to couple models of all
relevant elements (vehicle, driver, sensors,
safety systems, and environment) and a
method for seamless exchange of tools for
different accident phases during simulation
(e.g. driving dynamics during pre-crash and
finite element method (FEM) during in-crash
phase to simulate the vehicle’s mechanical
behaviour).

Key factor 3: Reduction of
calculation time
Key factor 1 is needed to obtain detailed,
vehicle-specific results. This approach
includes complex FEM models which need
hours to days for one run. These models are
the bottleneck for the overall simulation
and are too slow to allow for a large number
of simulations. Therefore, an alternative is
needed to obtain equally detailed results
within an acceptable time. The problem has

been solved by replacing the FEM models
with non-physical black-box models. The
great advantage of the black-box models is
that, once they have been trained, they are
very fast and provide a good approximation
of the FEM models. These surrogate models
need less than a minute to calculate the
10,000 cases used in the application example, which is described below.

Fig 1: Overview of the complete simulation process. It consists of scenario
generation, continuous simulation with
seamless transition from ordinary driving
to in-crash, and injury-criteria-based
effectiveness assessment.

Key factor 2: Stochastic generation
of critical situations
The number of documented real-world
accidents is limited and will not cover the
whole range of possible accident situations.
Therefore, a method to create an arbitrary
number of critical situations is needed. At
the beginning, we start with real-world
accident data and use this basis to generate
new situations via a stochastic approach.
This method ensures that the overall distributions of the generated accident parameters are similar to the distributions in the
accident databases. Fig. 2 shows a representative result.

Fig 2: Sample result of the stochastic
scenario generation: Distribution of
vehicle initial velocities for 10,000
vehicle-pedestrian accident scenarios.
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Application Example
As an example, the method is used to determine the effectiveness of three protection system configurations: an autonomous
emergency braking (AEB) pedestrian system, an active bonnet (the bonnet pops up
in the case of a vehicle-pedestrian collision
to increase the deformation zone during
impact), and a configuration that integrates
both systems. The use-case is defined by
10,000 critical scenarios of pedestrians crossing the road from both sides which lead to
an accident if there is no intervention by the
driver or the AEB system. The AEB system reduces the accident rate by about 50%. In the
remaining accidents, the speed reduction
due to AEB intervention has more impact on
reducing head injury severity than the active hood. Another benefit of the AEB system
is that it also reduces leg injury, whereas the
active hood only helps to reduce the head
injury.
Fig 3: Head impact locations for about
7,000 typical vehicle-pedestrian collisions.
This is an intermediate result of the overall
assessment method and part of the input
for the surrogate model for head impact
injury.

Summary
The method developed by VIRTUAL VEHICLE
allows for an effectiveness assessment of active, passive and integrated VRU protection
systems under real-world conditions when
using identical injury criteria. It includes
a continuous tool chain for simulating an
arbitrary number of accident scenarios from
ordinary driving to in-crash without user
interaction. It is sensitive to specific vehicle
geometry, mechanical properties and
the protection system configuration. The
method is also easy to adapt, due to the modular co-simulation approach. It is perfectly
suited to finding an optimal configuration of
VRU protection systems, thereby making the
roads safer for the most vulnerable traffic
participants as well.
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What is the best system or combination
of systems to minimize VRU injury severity
under real-world conditions?

Crash & NVH optimized
electrified vehicles
ALEXANDER THALER, Team Leader Battery

Modern electrified vehicles require high-density energy storage devices in order to reach the vehicle range targets. Automotive engineers
are hence facing the challenge task to design high voltage battery systems, which do not only have the expected energy density, but their
functional performance attributes also meet the safety and comfort targets. One possible strategy is to reduce the mass of the electrically
passive parts of the battery, while maintaining the crash and NVH performance attributes. In order to exploit the physical limits regarding
the energy density, the high voltage batteries need to be developed in a multi-disciplinary manner, where both the safety and NVH design is
conducted in parallel.
Nonetheless, the common practice is that design of vehicle and its electric components is still considered as two separate tracks. In particular in an early design phase, vehicle developers are missing most of the relevant data regarding the battery system. On the contrary, component suppliers lack a sufficient knowledge about the vehicle structure the components will be integrated in.

Crash behavior of batteries with
increased energy density
Crash safety requirements are reached by
avoiding critical deformations of the battery
pack. Battery cells, the electrochemical
heart of a complete battery, are the key
item-of-interest when considering the crash
safety attributes of a battery. Their inherently unsafe characteristics, when critically

damaged, can lead to a thermal-runaway producing large amount of heat and toxic gases.
This critical deformation needs to be avoided.
The battery cell can be hence considered as a
new vehicle occupant with its specific needs
regarding safety.
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NVH behavior of battery systems
When it comes to NVH attributes of an electrified vehicle, the significant effect of the mass and stiffness added
by the high voltage battery needs to be considered. In
order to meet the passenger comfort targets, the goal
is to achieve as high as possible frequency of the first
global eigenmode of the battery pack. Eigenfrequencies of global vibration modes influence the transmission behavior of the vibrations from the sources into the
interior as well as the driving behavior of the vehicles.
Vehicles with high eigenfrequencies of their global
vibrations convey the attributes, which are correlated
to a higher value, comfort and safety by the customers.
Topology optimization is an indispensable tool to
achieve optimal design exhibiting the best stiffnessto-mass ratio with the objective of maximizing the
frequency of the global eigenmodes. As the optimization implies high computational burden, model order
reduction techniques are typically applied.

Fig 2: Relevant data regarding the
battery system
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Fig 1: The battery tests are performed
either on a complete battery — called
a pack — or on one or more cells that
make up the battery.

The best of both worlds
An integrated approach to design an electrified vehicle involving
both the crash safety and NVH attributes into one seamless development processes can exploit new potentials. This strategy has been
successfully applied for an optimized design of a plug-in hybrid vehicle. Despite the added mass of the battery, this allowed to design
a vehicle meeting high NVH and safety targets.

The structural NVH optimization and the subsequent radical pack
re-design allowed for a substantial weight reduction without any
negative impact on the crash performance attributes. By accounting for the parts for structural integration (cell/module mounting
parts), this optimization process demonstrates a weight reduction
of roughly 50% for the electrically passive parts of a high voltage
battery.

Design goals when considering interdisciplinary NVH
and crash requirements are as follows:
• Reduction of battery pack weight, that is reduction of the
not electrically active battery mass
• Reduction of the battery pack volume, maintaining the
same battery energy density or increasing battery energy
density within the same space
• Maintaining structural stiffness of the vehicle, also using
the battery structure to improve overall vehicle stiffness
depending on battery location
• Maintaining crash safety performance of the vehicle

An optimization process for less weight,
but keeping the safety level
in crash situations is sketched.

Fig 3: The introduced design process combining
crash safety and NVH requirements
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Noise of seatbelt retractors
JOSEF GIRSTMAIR, Group Leader Powertrain Dynamics & Acoustic

VIRTUAL VEHICLE Research Center, BMW Group and the two system suppliers Autoliv and ZF TRW are developing methods to prevent annoying noise from seatbelt retractors during early vehicle development. The
developed simulation methodology and the extended acoustic test procedure represent a promising solution
in vehicle acoustics.

Belt retractor noise, which can be described
as a rattle, chatter, buzz or knocking sounds,
is a disturbing noise that occurs in the vehicle interior. It is mainly caused by road excitation, especially on rough roads made of
paving stone. Passengers can perceive such
disturbing noises from retractor components as annoying or distracting, especially
in quiet vehicles with little acoustic masking
from driving noise. The retractor noise is
excited by impacts between internal parts
of the retractor, which are connected via
clearances that are necessary for operation.
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Supporting an NVH-optimised
component integration
Based on the analysis of the contact between vehicle structure and belt retractor,
as well as the experimentally evaluated
eigenmodes, modelling guidelines are
derived for the calculation of the eigenmodes of a reduced Finite Element submodel,
which consists of the retractor, the mounting bracket and the local vehicle periphery.
Comparisons between the full-vehicle and
sub-model levels confirm equal eigenfre-

quencies and mode shapes.
For a reliable prediction of the retractor
vibration behaviour, it is necessary to calculate the nonlinear contact, including the
elastic behaviour and the pre-tensioning of
the bolting. The calculation of the contact
makes it possible to identify an insufficient
contact situation, which would reduce
the local eigenfrequencies and thereby
negatively affect the noise emission of the
retractor.

Improved acoustic testing
Based on measurements of the operational
vibration and acoustic behaviour in test vehicles under characteristic road excitation,
the requirements for the component test rig
and the test procedure were derived. Each
vehicle has its own vibration spectrum. Besides the low-frequency road excitation (<15
Hz), the highest amplitudes can be found
at the retractor’s eigenfrequencies (45 to 90
Hz). The excitation of the ball sensor (ball
rattling), a very significant noise issue in the
car, is mainly excited in the frequency range
up to about 50 Hz. Comprehensive investigations for the development of the test rig
and the procedure yielded the conclusions
described below.
So far it has not been possible to reproduce
the 3D vibration excitation of the retractor
mounted in the car on a component test

Fig 1: Retractor rolling mode with spool
assembly in phase

rig due to the combination of the complex
motion in and extremely low noise levels. In
addition, the acoustic boundary conditions
are different in the car and in the laboratory. Therefore, a uniaxial excitation of the
retractor under well-defined, reproducible
conditions in an acoustic room is proposed,
in order to analyse the acoustic behaviour.
For the component test rig, a stiff connection between the mounting plate and the
retractor is needed to shift the eigenfrequencies of the retractor up and to obtain
a well-defined vibration excitation without
any disturbance caused by the dynamic
behaviour. Furthermore, a low disturbance
for the non-excited directions is required
in order to keep all disturbances low and
decrease the variability of results.

Round Robin
To analyse the reproducibility of the test
procedure, acoustic testing was performed
on different retractors in three different
laboratories. In general, the results show a
good agreement between the labs and low
variance at each lab. The dynamic equivalent continuous sound power level can
characterise the differences between the
retractors considering the noise emission
very well. It includes both the sound intensity and the duration and occurrence of the
retractor noise.

Fig 2: Comparison of simulated (left)
and experimentally evaluated (right)
contact pattern

Summary
Disturbance noises from belt retractors are
a real challenge for vehicle manufacturers
due to the high complexity of the problem,
strict cost and weight requirements and,
in particular, due to the need for decisionmaking at early development stages. The
partners Autoliv, BMW Group, VIRTUAL
VEHICLE Research Center and ZF TRW have
developed specific, demand-oriented virtual
and experimental methods to improve the
vehicle body design in the regions of interest in order to support the target setting in
the specification process and in monitoring
the product quality.

UPCOMING EU - PROJECTS

7
new
EU research projects approved!

COSMOS

The seven new EU project proposals that are approved
since May 2018 well reflect VIRTUAL VEHICLE‘s multifacetted R&D portfolio, enabling the development of:

Components

Testing Methods

Systems

Strategies

EVOLVE

Coherent support for mobility.E
strategy
0.5 m EUR · 01/2019 - 06/2022
6 partners · Coordinator:
VDI/VDE Innovation + Technik

HEADSTART

HPC and cloud-enhanced testbed for
extracting value from diverse data at
large scale

Harmonised European solutions
for testing automated road
transport

11.0 m EUR · 01/2019 - 12/2021
19 partners · Coordinator:
Datadirect Networks France

5.9 m EUR · 01/2019 - 12/2021
17 partners · Coordinator:
Idiada Automotive Technology

SELFIE
Self-sustained and smart battery
thermal management solution for
battery electric vehicles
5.0 m EUR - 01/2019 - 06/2021
11 partners · Coordinator:
VRIJE Universiteit Brussel

UPSCALE
Upscaling product development
simulation capabilities exploiting
artificial intelligence for electrified
vehicles
4.0 m EUR - 01/2019 - 06/2022
11 partners · Coordinator:
Idiada Automotive Technology

SYS2WHEEL
Integrated components, systems and
architectures for efficient adaption
and conversion of commercial vehicle
platforms to 3rd generation battery
electric vehicles for future CO2-free
city logistics
4.3 m EUR - 01/2019 - 12/2021
12 partners · Coordinator:
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

5G-CARMEN
5G for connected and automated
road mobility in the EU
14.9 m EUR · 10/2018 - 09/2021
25 partners · Coordinator:
Fondazione Bruno Kessler

NEWS & EVENTS
Driving Simulator takes off

VI-grade started building up this Automated-Driving-Simulator (ADD-Simulator) at VIRTUAL VEHICLE Research Center
in Graz. Therefor VIRTUAL VEHICLE will be one of Austria’s
leading simulation and test facilities for Automated Driving.
“We agreed to build up a strategic cooperation scheme for
driving simulator technologies in conjunction with VI-grade
and collaborate on related research activities. Our main goal
is to develop technologies for cutting-edge demonstration
platforms“, said Jost Bernasch, Managing Director, VIRTUAL
VEHICLE. “In particular, we decided to install a static driving
simulator at our Living Innovation Lab in order to explore
new driving simulator technologies.”

E-Mobility PlayDays 2018

On the 29th and 30th of September, VIRTUAL VEHICLE will be back
on track at the E-Mobility PlayDays 2018. Visitors can turn rounds
at „Südring“ with our AD demonstrator (Automated Drive Demonstrator). Special feature this year: The vehicle recognizes obstacles,
analyzes the situation and performs independently
evasive maneuvers. In addition, models from the WoodCAR project and our Epsilon car will be presented at our booth.

EVU-Congress in Dubrovnik 11th - 13th Oct.

Safety First:
Project OSCCAR ready for launch!
VIRTUAL VEHICLE takes on the new “EU-Horizon 2020”
research project “OSCCAR”, in cooperation with 21 partners.
The project is part of the EU’s “Vision Zero” – reducing fatal
traffic accidents to near-zero by 2050.
During the next three years OSCCAR (Future Occupant
Safety for Crashes in Cars) will work on new methods to
increase the safety of passengers by protecting them in
future accidents.

VIRTUAL VEHICLE is participating for the 2nd time at the 27th EVU
Congress (Annual Congress of the European Association for Accident Research), which will be held in Dubrovnik, Croatia 11th - 13th
of October. At this year‘s congress the focus is on „Mastering the
Challenges of Future Integrated Safety Systems.“

www.v2c2.at/blog/

Coming Up
Next Issue „Automated Driving“
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